Fleet Complete Vision
Raise the bar on driver safety

Gain a real-time view into driver activities with our in-cabin and road facing video solution. Provide better training for road safety, mitigate risk, and protect your business from fraudulent insurance claims.

Fleet Complete Vision is our powerful video telematics tool that’s part of Fleet Complete Hub. Its artificial intelligence-powered in-cabin and road-facing dashcams capture road activities for driver training and incident review. This solution detects external hazards and provides an audio alert to the driver to help prevent accidents. Simply plug in Fleet Complete Vision and begin tracking its data on the mobile app.

Help lower insurance premiums
Some insurance providers offer rate discounts when you have a driver safety solution in place as a preventative measure.

Help save on litigation costs and pay outs
Protect driver and company credibility by providing unbiased video footage from your dashcam to the insurance company.

Easy-to-use dashboards
Conveniently view video footage, vehicle data, and driving analytics in our easy-to-use on the mobile app.

Advanced driver assistance system (ADAS)
View driver activity for better coaching to reduce traffic violations like speeding, lane drifting, and tailgating.
Make the connection for safety

Fleet Complete Vision wirelessly communicates to a consolidated portal, Fleet Complete Hub. Fleet managers can oversee operations or use track data from one easy-to-use portal. With the AT&T 5G network, you’ll have better operations coverage. Fleet Complete products are certified to work on the FirstNet network too.

Fleet Complete Mobile App

Give drivers the ability to review their event videos, trips, and driver scorecard.

Fleet Complete Vision is just one of the tools in the Fleet Complete solution. Getting a complete video dash cam solution for your fleet drivers is not only an easier way to get better insurance rates, but also for your mobile staff to feel supported and more confident on the road.

To learn more about Fleet Complete Vision, please contact your sales representative or visit online at business.att.com/products/fleet-complete